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i prefer my games to be arcade ports, like virtua fighter 4 on windows. sega should have ported
that instead of the awful versions on pc as well as consoles. but that's just my opinion. once

again, don't forget to check out the official virtua cop 2 pc game blog post at the following link:
the graphics are not quite up to high standards, but they are of the high quality we have come to

expect. unfortunately, you will need about 4 gigabytes of space to download this game. after
downloading it, you will have to install this game. its easy to do and quite a fun game to play. the
controls are simple to use and feel like the sega standard virtual button games we are used to.

you need to install this game as you need 4gb of space to play it. so, if you are downloading a lot
of games, then this is the time to put away some space and get this game. the graphics are not
bad, but the game has a lot of arcade love in it which is always a plus. if you like this game and
there is not another site to download it from, then you will find a very good game to play. the
graphics are good with some cool gameplay that will keep you hooked to the final boss battle.
after installing the game, you will be able to play it which will test your skills. the graphics are
good but the controls take a bit to get used to. once you know how to play the game, you will

have a blast, but with a bit of practice, you will find it quite easy to beat. i really like the addition
of the "melee" battle mode, as well as the cooperative mode that lets you work together to take
down the big bad guy, though it would have been nice to have seen the option to play as a cop

rather than a gangster.
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i like to play gun games like this, but sometimes need the option of being
able to punch someone as well. the graphics are good looking, but why
bother playing on a system only to have the graphics not be up to par?

there is little other added gameplay besides the "melee" mode.
characters are level-scaled and the gun shots are all different. all that

matters in a gun game is that they're visually different. that being said,
this is just a fun game for people who like the gun action of the original

vc, but is worth trying out only for the novelty. two cop characters take on
a city full of violent criminals, and the only thing they've got on their side
is a really cool looking gun. it's a good-looking game, but the gun play is a
bit stiff when it comes to aiming. the new melee battle system, which is a
lot like the traditional arcade and console brawls, is actually pretty fun,

especially if you can teach a friend to use it, but the game is just too short
to make it a good arcade buy. the most important part of virtua cop 2 is
that the graphics, plus fun characters, and slick gimmicks make it a very
fun game to play, even if the game isn't anywhere close to some of the
genesis games. if you're looking for a fun game to play with friends on

your pc, have it for $10, but be prepared to spend more time patching the
game up than you would playing it. although sega has increased the
resolution and graphical quality of the game, virtua cop 2 is still a bit

choppy. the sound is also bland, and the soundtrack is very repetitive. it
takes a little while to figure out how to play the game, but it's easy to get

a feel for the controls. 5ec8ef588b
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